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This report will dig into existing Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML), and other 
Web3 identity solutions that are building and budding in blockchain ecosystems. The solutions 
outlined below take a variety of approaches to solve KYC, AML, and other identity and reputation 
issues across blockchains. Currently, there are no widespread, single-use protocols that allow users 
to verify themselves and their identity on the chain, and across protocols. This is a major burden for 
users as there is no one size fits all solution. 

Companies are required to KYC and AML their users, creating an ongoing, complex, and unsafe loop for the 
user. They are required to create various accounts across different services, and KYC and AML each 
account separately as services often do not speak to one another. This generates multiple points of failure 
throughout the KYC and AML process, as data is user spread-out and increasingly likely to be breached.

Executive Summary
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2022/03/24/lessons-from-the-seven-largest-aml-bank-fines-in-2021/?sh=790ea0f88ced


KYC, AML & CDD/EDD

KYC (KYD, KYB)
Know Your Customer, or KYC, is a commonly used phrase across finance. KYC allows financial institutions 
and services to verify and establish customer identity, understand customers’ activities, and assess risks 
surrounding money laundering and terrorism. 

Readers should bear in mind that the KYC procedures not limit the client base, but also cover the 
distributors (KYD - Know Your Distributor) and/or the counterparties (KYB - Know Your Business) base.

KYC and KYB(D) can:

• Increase trust.
• Decrease scams and money laundering.
• Increase adoption.

AML
Anti-Money Laundering or AML is specifically used to uncover illegal disguising of funds or income. These 
illicit activities range from small-scale tax evasion to large-scale corporate laundering.

• Money laundering accounted for over 2.5% of global GDP in 2020.
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https://www.smartsearch.com/resources/help-centre/glossary/kyc-and-kyb-know-your-customer-business
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KYC, AML & CDD/EDD 

CDD/EDD
The examination process does not end after a successful KYC procedure; it continues as an ongoing 
Customer Due Diligence process.

Customer Due Diligence, or CDD, is a more extended procedure that is carried out once the given client, 
regardless of the individual or institution, is successfully introduced to the platform or system. The CDD 
takes advantage of several different assessment types, like PEP screenings, international sanctions list 
verification (OFAC, EU, UN), terrorist financing connections, sanctioned countries, and many others. The 
main purpose of CDD is to establish and continuously assess the risk level of particular clients and how it 
may impact the business they operate. 

Enhanced Due Diligence may be put in place if clients serviced by a business fall into high-risk categories 
like military, weaponry, oil, and gas.
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The major regulatory drivers have been and will be following legal acts.

1. IV EU AML Directive

a. EUR-Lex - 32015L0849 - EN

2. V EU AML Directive

a. EUR-Lex - 32018L0843 - EN

b. 5th Anti Money Laundering Directive (5AMLD)

c. 5 Steps Into the 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive (5AMLD)

d. 5MLD and Cryptoccurency - the 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive

3. VI EU AML Directive

a. EUR-Lex - 52021PC0423 - EN

b. 6th Anti-Money Laundering Directive: EU’s 6AMLD

c. Crypto-Assets, Wallets, Exchanges and 6AMLD

d. 6AMLD: 6th Money Laundering Directive

4. Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA)

a. Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on Markets in
Crypto-assets, and amending Directive (EU) 2019/193

b. Digital finance: agreement reached on European crypto-assets regulation (MiCA)

c. EU agrees on landmark crypto regulation

d. MiCA – Markets in Crypto-Assets regulation memo

The comprehensive crypto regulation outlines can be found in this link.

Major legal drivers

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32015L0849
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32018L0843
https://www.coinfirm.com/encyclopedia/5amld-5th-anti-money-laundering-directive/
https://www.coinfirm.com/blog/5-steps-into-5th-anti-money-laundering-directive-5amld/
https://complyadvantage.com/insights/5amld-cryptocurrencies/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A52021PC0423
https://www.coinfirm.com/blog/6amld-6th-anti-money-laundering-directive/
https://complyadvantage.com/insights/crypto-assets-wallets-exchanges-6amld/
https://complyadvantage.com/insights/6th-money-laundering-directive-6amld/
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11053-2020-INIT/en/pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/30/digital-finance-agreement-reached-on-european-crypto-assets-regulation-mica/
https://www.fundstech.com/news/eu-agrees-on-landmark-crypto-regulation
https://securities.cib.bnpparibas/markets-in-crypto-assets-regulation/
https://complyadvantage.com/insights/cryptocurrency-regulations-around-world/
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KYC, AML, and Identity Standards
Across Crypto Ecosystems

KYC, AML, and identity standards can be incredibly helpful tools in crypto, as money laundering and 
illicit undertakings are much more common with new, far less regulated systems. Although 
decentralized financial applications and protocols allow users to participate in some services without 
or with little regulation and verification, to purchase cryptocurrency assets with hard currencies, 
users must be KYC and AML compliant. 

KYC and AML are quite contentious in the Web3 space as users often believe these compliance regulations 
are antithetical to the crypto vision of decentralization. This has resulted in many exchanges forming 
outside of the United States or other strictly regulated places and motivated the rapid growth of 
decentralized finance. Other identities or reputations, such as credit scores or accreditation, have yet to 
see the daylight in this space, but as outlined below, there are protocols working to solve this on-chain. 

Bridging existing normalities such as credit scores to crypto (in a more decentralized manner) may provide 
great utility and purpose for Web3 and DeFi users in particular.
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In current Web3, users are only identifiable by their wallet address and wallet history. Below are 
multiple protocols aiming to help create universal identities across Web3. 

Quadrata
Quadrata aims to bring compliance and reputation to the blockchain space (bringing identity, compliance, 
and reputation in a privacy-preserving way). They allow users to onboard and create a Web3 passport in 
the form of a (non-transferable token), which is a privacy-preserving, sybil-resistant technology that 
brings identity, compliance, and reputation to DApps built on public blockchains. This passport can then 
be used across protocols to help with user simplicity and safety. 

As the charts below describe, Quadrata assigns attributes to the virtual passport or Non-Transferable 
NFT to determine the user's compliance. These attributes include AML, Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs), 
Business, and Country. The data is returned as raw data in form of Bytes32. 

•  Scores

Solutions

Attribute Type Individual Passport Business Passport

Anti-money laundering risk 
scoring. Check AML risk score 

of the passport holder.

User ID Information specific
to each user. Allows apps to 

determine if a user owns more 
than one wallet.

Represented as 32 bytes 
which can be converted 

into a string.

keccak256(”TRUE”)

keccak256(”FALSE”)

e.g.

keccak256(”US”)

keccak256(”RU”)

Defines the country where the 
government ID was issued. 

Uses ISO 31266 standard for 
two-letter country encodings.

Defines whether the passport 
is for an individual consumer 

or a business entity.

AML

DID

COUNTRY

IS_BUSINESS

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
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•  AML Scores

•  Query Fees
Query fees may pose a substantial burden to users as re-querying is necessary, which could become 
quite pricey. This will likely lead to other market competitors, such as Verite, taking market share as users 
will flock toward the cheaper option. 

Solutions

Non-Distinguished Low

Gambling

Pre-Compliance Defi

Exchange with High ML Risk

Mixing Service

Exchange with Very High ML Risk

Child Exploitation

Darknet Marketplace

Darknet Service

1

3

3

3

5

5

8

8

8

Categories

Attribute Type Individual Passport Business Passport

Base

Fraudulent Exchange

Illegal Service

Ransom Extortioner

Scam

Stolen Coins

OFAC / PEP Match

Sanctions

Terrorism Financing

8

8

8

8

8

10

10

10

Categories Base

AML

DID

COUNTRY

IS_BUSINESS

0.0012 ETH

0.0012 ETH

0.0012 ETH

Free

0.015 ETH

0.015 ETH

0.015 ETH

Free
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Unique Global Identity
There is no logical reason why identities and reputations should not be shared between accounts and 
services. If you have an identity for one platform, there should be no reason not to share it across other 
services and systems. Using a blockchain ledger, Quadrata allows everyone to access this data if the user 
agrees, enabling a one-login solution. The user’s Identity will be tied to the wallet. 

Onboarding
Decentralized applications must onboard Quadrata to have successful use of the passport. Once the user 
obtains the passport, it is shared across Quadrata’s ecosystems. 

Verite
Verite, a subsidiary of Cente, offers similar solutions to Quadrata, although Verite has multiple identity 
standards across blockchain ecosystems. They are working to create scalable, reliable, privacy-preserving 
ways to leverage identity, which ensures regulatory compliance. Unlike Quadrata, Verite’s solutions are free 
of use. Verite aims to be a decentralized force in the regulatory space and to provide users with the ability

Solutions

Source: How to integrate - Onboard users

https://docs.quadrata.com/integration/how-to-integrate/onboard-users


Solutions

to control their data, which is seldom stored on-chain for the protection and safety of users’ data. 

Verite’s protocol operates with DID - Decentralized ID. For now, there is a formal specification for DID. 
However, to put it simply, DID is a data structure (json\xml) that contains minimum information. For 
instance, a set of one or more public keys used for interacting with the subject of the identifier and a set of 
optional service endpoints define how to further interact with the subject of the DID.. Usually, a DID 
shouldn’t contain any sensitive data that could potentially corrupt the user’s anonymity.

The following concepts are documented by Verite:
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Solutions

Identities:

• KYC: Know Your Customer compliance

• Credit: Credit scores or history

• Insurance: Claims or history

• Accreditation: Investor accreditation status

First Principles:

• Decentralized: Requires no central issuing agency and functions effectively in DeFi.

• Persistent and portable: Inherently persistent and long-lived, not requiring the continued operation of
any underlying organization.

• Cryptographically verifiable: Based on cryptographic proofs rather than out-of-band trust.

• Resolvable and interoperable: Open to any solution that recognizes the common protocols and data
model and requires no one specific software vendor implementation, including any that Centre or its
members may create.

• Transparent: Identity holders know when and how their identity data is being requested and used.

• Private by design: No data correlated to an identity holder is exposed to a public network, including
registry mappings and blockchain persistence.

Identity Issuance Flow:

• Step One: A Credential Offer object published by the Issuer that describes the credential and how to
apply for it.

• Step Two: A Credential Application object submitted by the wallet, containing information that, when
appropriately validated and/or verified, will form the contents of those credentials.

• Step Three: A Credential Fulfillment envelope returned by the Issuer that contains the final credential(s)
to be stored by the wallet and presented later to unknown future verifiers.
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Elliptic offers multiple regulatory-compliant solutions for crypto users, including, but not limited to 
wallet screening and transaction monitoring. 

Elliptic Lens (Wallet Screening)
Screening allows a user’s wallet to be identified; it also allows the source, inflow, and outflow of funds and 
assets to be identified. 

• Block Risky Transactions: Screen wallet inflow and outflow as well as check compliance during the
withdrawal process.

• Onboard Costumers: Perform KYC and AML regularity checks while onboarding wallets.

• Combat Fraud: Block transactions related to fraud.

• Comply With Travel Rule: Identify wallets that belong to Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs).

Elliptic Scanner
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Source: Crypto Wallet Screening

https://www.elliptic.co/solutions/crypto-wallet-screening


Transaction Monitoring
• Transaction risk detection: Increase efficiency with coring-based systems.

• Customer risk analysis: Monitor all transactions and detect suspicious activity.

• Inflow and outflow of funds: Isolate transaction history.

• Suspicious Activities Reports (SARs): Full audit trail.

Screening and Monitoring
Businesses and protocols will be able to monitor and screen their users’ transactions which may benefit 
the overall regulatory compliance of the space as well as the safety of the users. Screening and moderation 
are complex functions as many users feel they are overreaching but businesses may need to override 
these feelings to comply with laws and regulations. This may put users in an awkward position when 
determining which services they use. 

Elliptic Scanner
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Sismo
Sismo is a ‘modular Attestations Protocol focused on decentralization, privacy, and usability with a 
specification on ZK badges. ZK badges do not reveal data on how they were created and rely on 
zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs). 

Sismo Protocol
The Sismo Protocol oversees everything regarding attestations for the user. An attestation is a verification 
certificate showing the user has proved some fact. Attestations can be created, updated, or deleted.

The Sismo Protocol has four modular concepts:

1. Groups
    •  Source of data for attestations.

2. Attesters
    •  Issue attestations to users.
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Zero Knowledge Scanner



3. Attestation Registry
    •  The registry stores attestations.

4. Badges
    •  Non Transferable Token that is unique to the user and represents their data.
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Zero Knowledge Scanner



Zero-Knowledge Badges
While preserving data privacy, zero-knowledge (ZK) badges allow you to transfer or move your data across 
wallets or ecosystems. These badges are assigned to your wallet and act as a form of reputation. ZK badges 
use zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) to mint - which works similarly to Tornado Cash - but instead of 
transferring assets privately, you transfer your data. 

ZK badges give users the ability to choose who sees their data and where their data goes. Users are given 
the ability to prove they have an asset, coin, identity, etc. without oversharing data or showing the process 
of their approval. An example of this would be proving your credit score without showing your identity and 
credit history. Another example would be proving one asset in your wallet without revealing all other assets.
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Zero Knowledge Scanner
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Non-Investment Disclaimer

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation publicly available on the Internet and on 
blockchain data. This report does not indicate Nethermind's endorsement of any particular project or team, nor 
guarantee its security. No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making 
any decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 
Nethermind disclaims any liability in connection with this report, its content, and any related services and 
products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for 
a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume 
responsibility for any product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any open 
source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to, called by, referenced by or 
accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyperlinked websites, any 
websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and Nethermind will not be a party to or in any way 
be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any third-party. You should use your best 
judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. 

FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY 
ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF 
FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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